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ABOMCT

During the June, 1963, occultation by the solar corona, the

radio source Tau A was miserved at wavelengths of 74 and 128 cm with

the MO 304' antenna. Little change in the flux at 74 car was observed,

but at 128 cm the flux increased by 309 during the occultation.

Various explanations of this flux increase are considered, but none

are found to be very satisfactory.
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Ii: mid-June each year the aolar corona occults the radio source

Tau A. These occ-.ltationa yield val^;able data concerning the radio

transmission properties of the ccrora (Hewish, 1955; Erickson, 1964).

At wavelengths above 2 m, the observations appear to be reasonably

consistent with the multiple scattering mechaniLm, proposed by Hewish,

and the scatter ir-g appeare to e gale pruportiorrally to h?- Blum and

Boisehot (19 1)7, 1 1 )`)9) , using the Na:;cey sc,lar interferometer, have

reported ubservations of 5(A in.:rea pes in the Tau A flux at 177 cm when

the aorar ,_P a-1 r,, , wPr, separat e-d by abc;u*. MQ^ it b , A lh 1957 a:id 195$.

In June, 1964, K	 at X) m ^Asing

the Arecibo rediotel`y e  )pe, a, - cd : e%	 i rep(- ted a 2 1,)% decrease in

the flax at 1,R	 latt r res •- lts are f

agreement with F: ^:^3i; ti, Y	 bae, l	 Js F rr ^i 1 .i.plt c^_ attering mechanism.

Such diecrepa_ • , it-i- &: r..,-, appw_a., a t	 wavelengths, however,

since Wyr:dham Find '2113t 	 r; l^^f:3) , r:;.c :i tiQ : ; D '^rr.es a%d Ku-ray (1960,

have observed : j r) r f''.'r -^t of t hi cr r v^_s .:p^_,;, ±.rFF radiation from Tau A

at 18 em and ()	 re-pe *Jvr-ly. 'In1 is L, agreement with the multiple

s:-atterin.g the,)r y, f':)r it ^ ^^^pH-,i?•. r kou d predict effects far too

small for meas , :.renment a'.	 4a.vel` ne ,".; .
iti re	 ,.	

tfi':i^1 _g ^i4	 pa:;CleelE	 fOr^ , t"-, E 	 w ith theC1a . "	 ,

multiple scatteri_x, 	 11- In t^ ;	 t ,, j00 cm wavelength

range. in an attempt to, , 	t. _r mat;F-r , we inst.r;^mented the

NRA.O 300' at. '( I, rr ('05 N"1z) ar:d 128 cm ( 234 MHz) in

order to observe the 1965 occultation. To minimize the disruption of

the 21 cm line programs in which the telescope was engaged, the 74 cm

and 128 cm feeds were mounted. off-axis, SW and SE of an on-axis 21 cm

feed. Thus, some coma sidelobe6 are produced, and the beams are about

10 east and west of the meridian. plane. The feeds are helicies, giving

right circular polarization.

Because of the high antenna temperatures anticipated for

Tau A. the receiving system required for these observations was

rudimentary. Each frequency channel consisted of a crystal mixer,

a filter to block TF interference, a 30 MHz IF amplifier, square law

detector, integrator, DC amplifier, and a meter driver. Tile data were
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recorded un a dual-pen strip chart rec(.)rder and the integration times

were i s . Each minute, >OO O K calibration signals of 78 duration were

inserted frcm a gas diFCharge tune into Fact ,. mixer through directional

couplers. Me antenna was set to the declination of Tau A, and drift
scans were obtained for abuut one huur each day.

The principal observational problem in all solar occultation

wor'. is contamination due to solar f°rrrisbiun. On the day of closest

approach, June 14, 196;, `Pau A was 'jy' frum the center of the suri.

For compari or:, trit rnNhE ured otarrrwidthb of the telescope were 50' at

128 cm a.--.d 30' at 74cm. The soles, flux i s %rders of magnitude greater

than that of Tau A, We th ,je er. - uu,.t(- red a moderate solar contribution
to the profiles df e pi to the fact that the surface accuracy of the 300'
dish is practi -.ally pE rfect for t.hes - wavcI(.-.gths, and sidelobe levels

are generally very low. In order- t(-, aecF.rtai% the s-)lar contribution
to the profile: , drift scans of the- cc-,:j, werc- obtained on days before
and after the occul tation with thF ant e ;ra set t;; ti.e same positions
relative to the	 that were aged o,, the severe ^_entral days of the
uccultation. ril'he^e solar scans er tablished a C clar profile for each
daily position of the s ar, during the a: cultatiuz. The appropriate

solar pr L)file 'wa,s subtracted from ea.cAh o^.c-rltation profile, and the

response due to Tau A alone was thus determined. These solar profiles

were highly stable; they fit together almost perfectly to form a

completely consistent picture of the sidelobe structure of the antenna.

The solar flux at these wavelengths was apparently constant during the

observation period, and solar sidelobe profiles taken about two weeks

apart, before and after the occultation, superimposed upon eac li other

with maximum differences in antenna temperature of only about 30°K.

As examples, the three sidelobe profiles used to establish the solar

contribution to the June 14 record are shown in Fig. 1. On this day,

the right ascension of the sun and Tau A differed by only 67 8 and the

largest solar correction was required on this record. Since the apparent

sun moves in the sky more than one beamwidth per day, the corrections

on all other days were much smaller.

Fig. 2 presents the profiles obtained each day after
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subtracting the solar cantri , tion. The solar contribution was negligible
except during the June 11 to 16 period. Tte magnitude of the solar

correction near the peak cf each profile is illustrated by the arrow

under each pr File. It iv seen that the profiles obtained during this

period represent the antenna's response pa ttern nearly as well as those

obtained when the solar contribi:tior. wan negligible. This proves
that the solar correction must have been accurate, otherwise the profiles
would have been IDpslded and would have converged before and after
tr a,nsit to s ime lev :l a' -,, or 	 the '. ''.'t bat-'eline. The broadening
of the profiles due to multiplo : cntteriv.g b%, corc ,T-el irregularities
is too small t,^ be observable .t.h oar bvcrrwid +'

The fl•.ix of Tai: A obtained ^.achy day is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The 74 em flex is fairly co►ista.nt, or slightly increacsad during the
occultation. TI-is contradict3 KanJw' :ecul f . The L.8 cm flux shows
a marked rife of 30% during ti_e occultp ti.cr p ,-rind. Tk.is is in strong
confirmation of Boss of a resul^ T . al.th (^,,,gh our results differ slightly

in that our flux ,,:!, rise monotonically ar, the Separation decreases to
4.96R( 	 while he found s. maxi ►rum fl • uc near 7RV. This difference
could be easily attrib•. ted to oL:r Fl- ,r' er wavelei:gth ( 128 cm compared
to 177 cm) or to ti.e fact that olxr da.a pF-rtain to ic , )lar minimum,
while his were taken near solar maximum.. As a crude indication of
solar activity, the 2800 MHz t:olar flux (TIBS-CRPL, 1965) is also illust-
rated in Fig. 3. It ie seen to remain constant and there are no other

indications of solar activity during the occultation period.

We are extremely fortunate to have optical observations of
the corona available during this occultation. period. From the total

solar eclipse of May 30, 1965, and from Coronoscope II flights on June 3

and July 1 1 1965, we can obtain excellent information concerning the

distribution of coronal strearr,er:r. In the plane perpendicular to the

The author is greatly indebted to Dr. Gordon Newkirk, Jr.
and Mr. David Bohlin, High Altitude Observatory; Boulder, Colorado,
who furnished him, preliminary sketches of the distribution of coronal
streamers previoue to the publication cif' the Coronoscope II results.

i
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line of observation during the Corunuscope iI flights ( this is roughly the

plane containing heliographic meridian 110* and 290• ), the outer corona

is dominated by two streamers. One large streamer appears in the

direction of heliographic latitude -10° on the 290° meridian plane,

the other is smaller and +t ppears in the +100 direction on the 1100
meridian plant:. The radiation frorn Tau A pasted through the larger

steamer on June 18 and 19. (The Heliographic coordinates of the pointB

of closest approach along the ray paths were A z -12°, L = 282' on

June 18, and a .-^ - 9• , L a^ 268° otj . I wne 1?. ) Fig. 3 shows tnat an
anamoloubly high flux weir r,bserved on these two dayb. If this cor-

relation is nct aceide.,taL, it irll-leateis th6t the radiation was either
amplified or focused oa the earth by the streamer. The ray paths
never traversed the other strcamtr., at-_d we tiiave -to observations
definitely indicating the presence or atsence of streamers along the

ray path to Tau A on Jane 12, wren Fig. 3 also shows a small enhance-

ment of the flux.

We might inquire into the pusf i.ble causes of the observed

flux increase. The simplicity of the ins ► trumentatiori eliminates

most spurioue effects of InstrizLertel origin. It is rather unfortunate
that on ,just those days when the sclar contamination of the profiles
is appreciable ., tee most striking flux increases occur. However, we

can find no reason whatsoever to believe that our corrections for

solar contamination were too small, or that they introduced appreciable

error, so some physical cause fur the flout increase must be sought.
Coronal scattering results in a redistribution of flux in

angle. If the scattering region is of finite angular size, this can

result in either increases or decreases of the apparent flux at any

observing point. However, the increases are small except under highly

artificial geometrical conditions (such as an annular ring of scatters

with the source and receptors near the axis of the ring). To explain
an isolated observation of an enhanced flux., transient coronal scatters

of peculiar geometry might be invoked, but decreases in flux are

equally probable and it is impossible to explain a general flux increase

observed over many days in this faEhion. Isolated flux increases

40*
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which might be attributed to effectR such as this have been observed

un several occabior s (Erickson, 11)65; Gorgolewski, Hanasz, Iwanir .ewski,
Turlo, 1962; ar.d Vitkevitch, 1)56).

Rnys passing close to the sun will be strongly scattered

and will !.all into adjacert regions, causing a small increase in net

flux at appropriate angles. This effect has been calculated (Erickson,

1964), and can cause small flux increases when the apparent separation
of a source and sun are 3.7RV for % - 124 cm. The effect is too small
and occurs at too scrAll sFparations to explain either our results or

those of Bioschot. Pherefore, it does not appear possible to explain

the observed flex increases through coronal scattering.

The next possibilities to be considered are the effects of

uniform coronal refraction. 3ach effects have been considered theoreti-

cally by Link ( 1952) &A by Bracewell and Preston (1956). In the
absence of coru::al s ,̂ atteri::g ray pa ths thr(,ught the corona will bend

away from the radiuQ vector. TKis uniform eorunal refraction will
cause a shift ir. ti.e apparent p,_)sition of the source, and will cause

a large increase ir. apparent flux at the edge of the occulti:g disk,

i.e. at the edge of that angular region of the sky frocn which no rays

can trave rse the corona to the earth. The angular size of-the occulting
disk depends somewhat upon the model of the electron distribution

employed in the calculation of coronal ray paths, but all coronal

models predict occultation disks at 128 cm whose radii lie between

2 and 1^ R(... Under these conditions, the flux increase at 5RG is
negligible. Independently, we have computed ray paths through a

Van de Hulst model corona ( Van de Hulst, 1953) • using both the polar
and equatorial electron densities.	 These calculations confirm Link's

and Bracewell and Preston's resultb. They indicate that at 5R Q) the

apparent position of Tau A would be shifted by less that 1 1 , and its

flux should be practically unchanged. Therefore, we see no possibility

of explaining the observed increase through coronal refraction effects.

The author is indebted to Mr. W. M. Cronyn who provided the
IBM 7090 computer program.for these ray path calculations.

•
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If the increase in apruir •ent flux cannot be explained through

a redistribution of the flux in angle, then the only remaining

possibility is through an amplification mechanism in the corona. The

possibility of negative absorption in vo rious radio astronomical

sources has been considered by Twiss (1958). His results were considered

in detail for the generation of solar burst radiation by Wild, Smerd,

and Weiss (19c.'). Employing the latter authors' notation, the coefficient

of absorption for a medium, such as the corona, can be written as:

K s_	 d F e)	
Qf( g ) g ( s ) dt
	

(1)
f	 de

where

f = the frequency of the wave.

N - the electror. density.

µ . the index of refraction.

F(t) - the electron probability distribution in momentum
space ( this may be thought of as the effective
energy distribution fluiction).

	Q f,(t)
	

the mean electron emissivity; that is, the mean
power emitted spontaneously by each electron of
energy c per unit time per uritt frequency interval
in one polarization per unit solid angle into any
direction., Q (c) depends upon the particular
microscopic emission process under consideration.

	

g(s) de	 the statistical weight of the energy levels.
The levels are assumed to be continuous and
hf«t.

For amplification to occur, we must have K < 0, and so we

must consider the conditions under which this can occur. If Qf(t)

consists of one or more will defined resonance peaks, and if

dE> u across one of them, K can be negative.

However, under thermodynamic equilibrium, a` < 0 for all e;

since Qf(s) ^ 0 by definition, this implies that K a 0. Therefore,

amplification cannot occur when we have thermodynamic equilibrium.

Let us consider the case of a superthermal flux of high

energy electrons. Assuming that F(t) and Q f(s) g(t) are well behaved

functions and Qf(0)	 0, partial integration of Eq n• (1) yields:

r
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F( 9) t (Qf (' i F( 4 ) ) dc
0 2 fe ) 0	

7

Since F(t) a 0 for all c, Eqr.. (2) shows that if' ^ (Q,. ( t) g(t) > 09
amplification cannot occur. The case of non-relativistic bremetratilting

was considered by Twiss tired by Wild .. Smerd, and Weiss who show that

(Q f.(t) g( t) ) > 0. One can easily show that this also holds at

relativistic energies, and thus the possibility of amplification in the

case of bremstrahlung can be eliminated.

Another microscopic emisaiori process which might be considered

Is Cherenkov radiation. Direct Cerenkov radiati on by charged particles

of relativistic energies occurs when the pha,ie velocity of the wave ie

below the particle velocity. Phase velocities below the velocity of

light occur only in the extraordinary modA below the gyro-frequency, arid

radiation in this mode can neither peratrate nor escape the plascria.

Radiation may be generated irdirently by the generation of electron

plasma waves via the Cererikov effect. Howrver, at 
5R (40

the plasma
frequency is on the order of 5 !N-:z . and plasma waves of ft 200 Nitz
would be evanescent. Thus it appertrs that Cerenkuv effects cannot
cause amplification.

Other types of interaction with the radiation field might be

through very high quantum number transitions ire dust grains (Erickson, 1957)

or atomic hydrogen (Kardoshev, 1959)• In these caves, we should expect

the relative populations of the high quantum states tc, be determined

by a Boltzmann distribution since the corona is assumed to be in col-

lisional equilibrium, and collisonal transitions dominate all others

by a large factor. :.t is difficult to understand how a flux of fast

particles could appreciably affect the relative populations and produce

the overpopulation of the upper states required fur maser-like amplifica-
tion.

The only other known emission mechanism is that of gyro or

synchrotron radiation. For non-relativistic particles, one can obtain

amplification at low harmo,.; s of the gyro frequencv. The conditions

under which amplification can occur are quite strict, and it is very

unlikely that they will be fulfilled in the outer coron... First of all,

7

(2)
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the observing frequency must be a low harmonic of the gyro frequency.

This means that we must assume that regluns exist where the magnetic

field is on the order of 10 gauss. Due to their tremendous magnetic

pressure (A► 5 dynes/em' ) compared with the gas pressures (*a 10-4 dynes/crr;^ )

such regions st,ould rapidly expand arid dissipate. Wild, Smerd, and
Weise also show that the mag.etic arid Doppler spreading of the gyro

resoru ncc must be small if amplification is to occur.

?")r synchrotron emission in a vacuum, Wild, Smerd, and Weise

ohov that .L7C (Q
f 
	 > 0, and t0it in this case we cannot havt•

amplification. However, t. ,eiz• argument concerning synchrotron emission

does not generally apply to the solar environment because they neglect

the effect of the artiblert plasnhi ou the emission. Since the phase

velocit- • of radio waves in a pleema is somewhat greater than the velocity

of the highly relativistic particles, the radiation occurs at lower

harmonics of the gyro frequent-y, a%d is leas concentrated to the

particle trajectory than it wu:tld be in vacuwn. Ginzburg arid Syrovatekii

(19651 shry that the effects of the medium car be neglected only if

f >> 20-N	 (3)

where N - the electron density and HJ. is the field cornpc)nent perpendicular

to the direction of emission.

At 5R0, N P.,- 1CP cm73 arid ti w- 10-2 gauss should be reasonable

estimates. In this case, plasma effects are negligible only at frequencies

far above 200 NIIiz. At, lower levels in the corona, the ratio .= may be

expected to increase, and condition (3) will become even more restrictive.

1

include the effect of the

accompanying paper

absorption can indeed

ill to explain the observed

density of relativistic

Theref-re, their arguments must he extended to

medium. This calculation is carried out in an

(Erickson, 1966) • The result is that negative
occur, but quantitatively the effect is too srru
flux increase with reasonable Estimates of the

electrons i r, the corona.
Another complication should be noted. The radius of curvature

of relativistic particles in the corona is probably much larger than the

coronal inhomogeneities. This makes synchrotron emission calculations
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11i , ich assume helical electron trajectories somewhat ques':ionable.
However, we see little hope that a more complica ,ed calculation
assuming non-helical trajectories would yield a much larger amplifi-

cation factor.

To summarize, ins r .-, ases in the Tau A flLix Have nuw been

observed during three sept-irate oecultatiQns r.y the solar corona.

The observations were ,raae ai. similar wavelengths by completely
dissimilar instruments. iic.• also observe an increase in flux
which is apparently correlated with the pas6age= of the source

behind a large coro:,al streamer. We .:an find no reason to doubt
the validity o.' the data except that no plausible explar.atior, of
these increases has been foune., a.ad a:.y explanation would require
the existar,ce of hitherto ursucpected vtrictures in the outer
corom. It is obvious that these observations require c,:)nftrmation

by Pny institutions with appropri g LF instruments.

The author is indebted to the National Radio Ast=or:omy
Observatory for the use of the 300 foot telescope, and especially
to Mr. James Dolan-who designed the receivers employed in these

observations. This work was supported by the National Science

Foundation under grant NSF-GP-3393, and the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration under grant NsG-617.
	 i



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Three scans of the solar sidelobes in the relative position of Tau A

on June 14, 1965, are shown.. The three scans agree excellently

with each other. and their average was used to determine

the baseline under the Tau A profile of June 14.

Fig. 2 Tau A profiles observed eac-.h day after subtraction of the
solar component. the arsymetry, and displacement of the

peaks form the calculated transit time of Tau A are due to

the off-axis feed. Oc^:asio:.al interference from terrestrial

ecnrrcPe was experienced. TY.i s limited the length of useable

baseline beside soma of t.hE profiles, but fortunately,

practically no interfemice way expc!riei.ced during the

periods when 'Pau k crossed the response patterns. The
magnitude of the solar, contribution under the peak of each

profile is sh(7wn by A arrm,.

Fig. 3 The flux received from Tau A each dray during the June, 1965,
occultation at wavelengths of 128 and 74 cm is illustrated

by the solid dots. The X's indicate the 2800 MHz Solar

flex, a sensitive indicator of eolar activity. A definite

increase in the flux from Tau A at 128 cm was observed

during the central portion of the occultation.

r
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TAU A TRANSIT
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TAU A TRANSIT
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